World Rule Book Change to
Rule 4.7 Double Starts
Please be aware, we have had to make an immediate change to Rule 4.7 in
the World Rule Book, due to the inability of the Programmers to make the
required change to the scoring program and Cablewakeboard.net.

This change is with immediate effect from 6th June 2018.
4.7 Double starts at one competition are allowed. Starting in one wakeboard and one
wakeskate category at one competition is not considered as double start, the Organiser can
charge the rider for each start in a competition.

The rule is now amended as follows:
4.7 Double Starts are not possible within the Youth and Senior Divisions. If a rider wants to
start in one Youth and Senior Category and the Open Category in an International
Competition, this can be possible by creating 2 Separate competitions for the Youth and
Senior Competitions and the Open Competition for International Competitions. The organiser
can charge the rider each start in each competition.
For Example, it is possible to Start in Juniors, and Open, if the Organiser agrees to Open 2x
Competitions to run the event. It is not possible in any event to enter Boys/Girls & Juniors.
Masters and Veterans could also join Open, but it is not possible to enter both Masters and
Veterans.
Wakeboard and Wakeskate are NOT considered as double starts as these are different
disciplines.
Creating the 2 events on Cablewakeboard.net on the same date for Youth & Senior and Open
competitions, will not count as separate events in the Number of allowed events in the year.
This is purely an administrative change.
This amendment to the rule will be revisited in October 2018, once the Programmers have
explored the options to make the required change.
Kind Regards
Suzi Nightingale
IWWF Cable Wakeboard World Council Secretary
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